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Cellular automata simulations of lava and debris flows have been performed over actual morphologies and idealized topographies (planes inclined
at 20, 40 and 60 degrees), by using the latest releases of cellular automata
models [1], [2]. In particular, an n-dimensional state space has been considered to describe the states of the flow centroids per each simulation, i.e. :
its position in three dimensional space (for lavas, three variables each for the
case of when the cooled portions are ignored, and with the cooled portions
included); thickness of the deposit; three variables to describe the direction of
the flow (momentum in the x and y directions, and the angle theta formed);
temperature for lava flows. The momentum2 was then derived. A decomposition of this n-dimensional space has revealed an empty gradient space, but no
fractal attractors in the chain-recurrent part, as described in the entire space
to be a gradient space, with no chain-recurrent part (subspace of attractors),
as described in [3]. The modeling has resulted robust, with dynamics being
largely preserved across inclinations. If we consider the 20-degree angle as
producing the ’expected’ flow, the 40 and 60-degree angles represent ’runny’
or fast-moving flows, yet the dynamics looks preserved. Interesting complex1

ities like kinks and knots have been obtained at the 60-degree angle. Among
the most interesting portraits, the one for (height, temperature, momentum2
) shows a parabola-like curve that is not only robust across inclinations, but
shows a good behaviour for an actual flow [4], comparable to an idealized
one. Mitigation measures will be simulated based on such portraits, aiming
at analysing changes in the evolution of the simulated flows.
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